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New Zealand Post chief executive John Allen is to leave at the end
of June following his appointment as Chief Executive and Secretary
of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
The search for his replacement has begun.
Chairman Jim Bolger said New Zealand Post had achieved yearon-year growth under Mr Allen’s leadership.
“He has led the organisation’s consistent growth, engendering
goodwill for the group and its people. He has cemented our partnership with DHL in both New Zealand and in Australia, overseen
Datamail’s Australasian expansion, and has helped enable
Kiwibank’s extraordinary development,” said Mr Bolger.
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UPS Expands Field Stocking Locations

TNT Extends Road Network to Cambodia

UPS is to expand its presence in India and Asia by establishing
more than 130 field stocking locations in India and a new
customer support centre in Clark, Philippines.
The field stocking locations will support global after sales service
and will be set up through an agency agreement with AFL a
logistics and domestic transport operator. The stocking locations
are for critical service parts delivered the same day, on the next
flight out or on next business day services.
The new customer service centre for service parts logistics in the
Philippines will provide customers in Asia with prompt supply and
real time delivery status information, says UPS.

DHL Invests in Hong Kong Fashion Centre
TNT has extended its Asia road network into Cambodia adding
more than 1,500 km to the existing 6,000 km that runs from
Singapore, through Thailand to China.
The company said that air freight is restricted by the limited
number of airlines operating to and from Cambodia; the country’s
international sea port is congested.
Onno Boots, regional managing director of TNT Asia, said: “TNT’s
Asia road network will boost the connectivity of Cambodia to the
rest of Southeast Asia, China and Europe through our integrated
air and road Regional Hub in Singapore. It is also a viable costeffective alternative for customers sending goods to and from
Cambodia.”

DHL Wins Award for 22nd Time
DHL has won five of the Asian Freight & Supply Chain Awards
that are organised by freight industry publication Cargonews
Asia.
The company gained the Best Express Operator Award for the
22nd time. It also won Best Road Haulier Asia, Best Contract
Logistics Provider, Best 3PL and Best Lead Logistics Provider.
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DHL is investing HKD 100 million in a fashion competency centre
and Global Forwarding office in the Kowloon Commerce Centre.
The fashion competency centre will house a team of industry
experts providing consultancy services to customers in North Asia
Pacific, developing bespoke logistics products and solutions.
DHL says the fashion and apparel industry is Hong Kong’s second
largest export commodity worth more than USD 26 billion.
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Wage costs in Finland rose by 3.1 percent year-on-year, and Itella’s
total number of employees was 30,372 compared with 25,228 in
the first quarter of 2008.
Mail volumes fell; first class letters by decreased ten percent,
addressed direct marketing by 14 percent and parcels by ten
percent.
The company returned a pre-tax loss of EUR 8.1 million in the
quarter compared with a profit of EUR 35.3 million in the same
period last year.

An Post has reported a record operating profit of EUR 31.2 million
2008, but its chief executive Donal Connell has warned that the
“unprecedented economic downturn” will affect profitability,
making a new focus on costs imperative.
The company’s turnover in 2008 was down 2.9 percent to EUR
850 million, reflecting a two percent decline in mail volume. Profit
after tax was EUR 33.2 million.
The 2008 results were boosted by mail growth in the first six
months, strong performance by the retail network, strict cost
control and efficiencies achieved under the transformation plan,
according to the company.
During 2008, An Post pursued its strategy to broaden its revenue
base. It focused on services for online and catalogue retailers and
customers; expanded financial services through Postbank and
formed a partnership with Vodafone as a mobile virtual network
operator.

Itella First Quarter Earnings Drop 40%
Itella Corporation saw its earnings before interest and tax (EBIT)
drop by 40.2 percent year-on-year in the first quarter to EUR
19.9 million from EUR 33.3 million. EBIT margin was 4.2 percent
compared with 7.4 percent.
Acquisitions boosted net sales to EUR 477.6 million, a 5.5 percent
increase on the previous first quarter, but the company said that
net sales fell by 6.1 percent if the impact of acquisitions was
excluded.
THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

Jukka Alho, president and chief executive officer of Itella said:
“In the eventuality of a sustained recession, Itella has one major
advantage: our business also includes services less vulnerable to
economic fluctuations.”

TNT and CVC Bid for Royal Mail Stake
United Kingdom newspaper, The Sunday Telegraph, has reported
that TNT is seeking control of Royal Mail’s European parcels
company GLS as part of its offer to purchase a stake in Royal
Mail.
Deutsche Post DHL confirmed that it is not interested in a stake in
Royal Mail, leading TNT and investment company CVC as the only
bidders.
According to The Sunday Telegraph, TNT wants to integrate
GLS with its own parcels business. The newspaper believes
government ministers are unhappy with TNT’s valuation of Royal
Mail and that its offer is below the GBP 3 billion the government
is seeking for a 30 percent stake.
The Sunday Telegraph also reports that TNT wants to install executives on the Royal Mail board in order to have significant influence
over decision-making.
Meanwhile, the government plan to sell up to 30 percent of Royal
Mail is opposed by around 148 MPs from its own Labour Party.
They have threatened to vote against the plan to find a strategic
investor, leaving opposition MPs to vote the measure in.
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DHL Restructuring, Downturn Depress Q1
Earnings
The sale of Deutsche Postbank boosted first quarter net income
for Deutsche Post DHL to EUR 944 million. However, the
company’s reported group earnings before interest and tax (EBIT)
were EUR 27 million versus EUR 539 million in the same period
last year, owing to charges for restructuring the US business.
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Supply chain services revenue dropped by 2.4 percent when
adjusted for negative currency effects while EBIT remained stable
at EUR 34 million. The division secured orders worth about EUR
300 million a year and extensions on more than 90 percent of
contracts up for renewal.
In light of economic conditions, the company said it would tackle
weak spots and reorganise its express business to streamline its
organisation and benefit from synergies.

Deutsche Post DHL said that underlying EBIT fell from EUR 539
million to EUR 312 million. Revenue fell 12.9 percent to EUR 11.5
billion owing to the global economic crisis. The company saw an
“unprecedented plunge” in express demand across all regions
and sectors, plus reduced volumes and higher wages in its mail
business.
Mail suffered a 25.5 percent drop in underlying EBIT to EUR 407
million. Revenue fell by 4.5 percent year-on-year to EUR 3.49
billion. However, the company went ahead with investment
in new letter sorting equipment scheduled to replace existing
equipment over the next three years.
The express division saw revenue drop 25.9 percent to EUR 2.5
billion in the first quarter on the back of a 13.3 percent drop in
time definite and international shipping; in the United States,
these volumes dropped by 35.7 percent following DHL’s withdrawal from the domestic market.

A priority for a new global management board for express will
be to deal with loss-making domestic operations; two days after
releasing its first quarter figures, Deutsche Post DHL announced
it would halve its Irish workforce, shedding 320 jobs in domestic
delivery and shutting down seven regional depots.

Reported EBIT for express was a loss of EUR 392 million because
of US restructuring costs, but underlying EBIT was a loss of EUR
120 million.

Structural changes being considered for the mail division include
extending working hours or postponing planned salary increases.
More mail will be shipped by road rather than by air in order to
save cost and improve the company’s carbon footprint.

Revenue in the global forwarding and freight division fell 18.2
percent to EUR 2.66 billion while EBIT fell from EUR 78 million to
EUR 45 million.

Deutsche Post DHL said that operating cash flow was minus
EUR 275 in the first quarter compared with a positive EUR 141
million in the first quarter last year. Lower EBIT and increased use
of provisions in connection with US restructuring were the main
reasons for the drop in cash flow.
Free cash flow was a negative EUR 1.4 billion because part
of the cash received from the sale of Postbank was invested in
short-term market instruments.
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Itella Wins Statement Printing, Delivery
Contract
Itella has won a five-year contract to provide a bank statement
print, mail and delivery solution to Samlink, a systems company
whose customers are banks, credit institutions and investment
service companies.
Before this summer, Itella will begin colour-printing and delivering
paper statements. Over time, it will include an option for personalised customer communications in both paper and electronic
formats.

TNT has released first quarter figures showing a 10.2 percent
drop in group revenue year-on-year to EUR 2.44 billion and a 43.6
percent drop in operating income (EBIT) to EUR 163 million.
Express revenue declined by 15.5 percent to EUR 1.36 billion while
express EBIT declined by 81.1 percent to EUR 20 million. Income
was impacted strongly by a severe drop in volume in weeks one
and two but was offset by a positive Easter effect in weeks 12
and 13. Cost savings in the division are ahead of plan at more
than EUR 100 million in the first quarter.
Mail revenue dropped by 2.2 percent to EUR 1.03 billion while
EBIT was down 23.2 percent to EUR 149 billion. Overall, mail
volumes were constant but addressed mail in the Netherlands
declined by 4.7 percent compared with the first quarter of 2008.

The company’s Itella Advoice service will include marketing
messages or additional information to electronic and paper
invoices and bank statements.

Good Quarter for Postbank Switzerland
Swiss Post’s Postbank attracted growth of CHF 15 billion in new
customer deposits year-on-year in the first quarter of 2009. Its
profit was just under CHF 90 million after writedowns totalling
CHF 31 million.
The number of Postbank customers rose by 35,000, compared
with the previous year, to 2.54 million and the number of postal
accounts increased by 76,000 to 3.7 million.

TNT’s chief executive officer, Peter Bakker, said he was pleased
with the quick response of management around the world and
the significant cost savings achieved without loss of customer
service.
“International express volumes are under considerable pressure
and domestic volumes saw declines as well, but as of February we
saw no further acceleration in the decline,” Mr Bakker said.
He warned that a further significant decrease in mail costs was
required and again expressed regret that union members had
rejected a collective labour agreement reached in principle with
their unions.
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TNT Builds on Growth in Russia

GLS Partners with EMS Garantpost

TNT Express has expanded its presence in Russia further with a
new domestic economy service to cover 80 cities initially, and a
scheduled flight between Vladivostok and Seoul.

Royal Mail’s parcels subsidiary GLS has formed a partnership with
Russian express delivery company EMS Garantpost to provide
parcel distribution within the country.

The company said it increased turnover in 2008 for domestic
delivery in Russia by 50 percent and for international delivery by
20 percent. Demand for special services providing tailor-made
solutions increased turnover by 40 percent.

EMS Garantpost claims a 25 percent share of the domestic parcel
and express market with a network of 18 logistics centres, 68
depots and affiliated companies. It will feed international shipments into the GLS European network.

The new Vladivostok-Seoul flight links Russia’s Far East with TNT’s
Asia-Pacific network and is expected to reduce delivery times to
one to three days. TNT Express sees the Far East of Russia as a
growth area and is expanding its branch network in the region.

“Garantpost’s customs competence was one of the most
important criteria for our decision to enter the partnership,” said
Rico Back chief executive of GLS. GLS has set up an interface with
Garantpost’s monitoring system so that customers can track their
parcels within Russia.

DHL Installs Smart Swap Body Module
DHL has teamed up with the Bremen Institute for Production and
Logistics (BIBA) to develop an intelligent management system for
vehicle swap bodies in order to optimise routing and utilisation.
“Yellowboxes” installed in swap bodies provide a positioning and
communications module that simplifies scheduling and improves
utilisation by matching available space with loads nearby in other
units.
Using Radio Frequency Identification, swap bodies are identified
and located via global positioning. Specially developed software is
linked to route planning and traffic information.
The science behind the system has been developed by BIBA
and is being implemented by DHL. The project, called INWEST,
is supported by the German federal ministry of economics and
technology.
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DHL Global Mail Specialist Wins Award

PNL to Join Norway Post’s Bring Brand

DHL Global Mail’s international direct mail specialist Diane Rinas
has won the FEDMA & Holmen Paper Direct Marketer of the
Year Award in recognition of her expertise and consistently high
performance in the planning and implementation of international
direct mail campaigns.

Norway Post is to absorb Nordic parcels operator PNL into its Bring
brand in the third quarter this year.
Bring comprises six specialist Nordic operators: Bring Logistics,
Bring Express, Bring Citymail, Bring Mail, Bring Frigoscandia and
Bring Dialogue.

DHL Global Mail helps companies enter new markets through
integrated direct marketing. It offers services including the
planning, implementation and evaluation of international mailing
campaigns, research into consumer behaviour trends, market
analysis, and mailpiece printing and distribution.

Austrian Post Cuts Costs Further
Austrian Post is to reduce its operating expenses by around EUR
30 million in the next twelve months and will cut back planned
capital investment by 20 percent.
The measures, announced at the company’s annual general
meeting on May 7, arise from a need for greater efficiency and
rationalisation in order to ensure continuing competitiveness. The
company told shareholders that activity in 2009 is influenced by
gloomy economic forecasts.
Separately, Austrian Post denied a magazine report that the state
holding company, ÖIAG, with a 51 percent stake, had approached
Deutsche Post DHL about selling 25 percent of the company. ÖIAG
also stated that there were no current plans to sell more shares in
Austrian Post, saying it had no mandate for privatisation.
Deutsche Post DHL chief executive officer Frank Appel refused to
comment on the report of talks on a potential interest in Austrian
Post.
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SDA Launches Economy Service

Aramex Profit Grows but Revenue Declines

Poste Italiane’s parcels subsidiary SDA has launched a domestic
economy service offering three to five day delivery nationwide for
20 percent below express rates.

Middle East-based freight operator Aramex has announced
19 percent net profit growth to AED 494.5 million in the three
months ending March 31.

Economy shipments can be booked and tracked online. The
service is available for single, multiple of palletised consignments.

Revenue, however, declined by six percent year-on-year to AED
463.4 million owing to reduced trading activity in the global
slowdown.
International express revenues grew by four percent, driven by
growth in e-commerce and relatively stable prices in core markets
including the Gulf and Near East. Freight activities were harder
hit, experiencing a revenue decline of 20 percent to AED 174.5
million in the first quarter compared to the same period last year.

>>In Brief - Europe

Italian Company Becomes MBE Franchisor
UPS has appointed a single franchisor to develop its Mail Boxes
Etc. retail network globally outside the United States, Canada and
India.
MBE Worldwide is a new affiliate of Italy’s Fineffe Group, which
has acquired the existing Mail Boxes Etc. master licence agreements covering 1,227 locations in more than 30 countries. It was
already the largest single licence holder with locations in Italy,
Germany, Spain and Austria.
Under the new global agreement, UPS will position the Mail Boxes
Etc. network as the preferred international retail location for UPS
express shipping services.
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CTT Correios Chairs AICEP
CTT Correios de Portugal
has been elected to chair
the board of the Association
of Postal and Telecommunications Operators of the
Portuguese-Speaking Countries and Territories (AICEP),
the only UPU restricted union
covering both postal and telecommunications operators.
AICEP has 34 members.

City Link Recovery Continues
City Link reduced its first
quarter losses year-on-year
despite a 10.7 percent
revenue drop and an eight
percent decline in volumes.
Its operating loss was GBP 6.1
million compared with a GBP
15.4 million first quarter loss
last year.

DPD Germany Opens New
Depot in Bavaria
DPD Germany has begun
operating from a new
depot in Wernberg-Köblitz,
expanding its network to
75 parcel sorting centres.
The depot has 66 loading
bays and four loading gates
for line-haul vehicles. It can
handle up to 2.6 million
parcels a year.
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US Postal Service Warns of 2009 Shortfall
The United States Postal Service has warned of a possible year-end
cash shortfall of more than USD 1.5 billion despite its aggressive
cost-cutting measures.
It ended its second quarter on March 31 with a net loss of USD
1.9 billion, owing to both recession and longer-term financial
pressures such as mail substitution.
The Postal Service’s year-to-date loss is USD 2.3 billion, much of
which it attributes to an “unprecedented” 14.7 percent decline in
mail volume compared with the same time last year.
Operating revenue in the second quarter was USD 16.9 billion, a
decrease of almost USD 2 billion, or 10.5 percent compared with
last year. Operating expenses were USD 18.8 billion, down four
percent or USD 782 million.
The Postal Service has developed incentive programmes to
increase mail volume, including advertising and Priority Mail. It
is also proposing a summer sale for Standard Mail—this is being
considered by the Postal Regulatory Commission.
The Postal Service supports a bill before the House of Representatives to redirect a portion of its prior payments to its retiree
health fund. This measure would reduce the projected 2009 loss
by about USD 2 billion and help the Postal Service to meet its
financial obligations.

Revamp Financial Framework: Canadian
Review Report
A strategic review of Canada Post Corporation recommended
separating financial and regulatory oversight and creating a new
financial framework. The panel does not support deregulation of
the postal market except for outbound international mail.
The advisory panel responsible for the review submitted its report
to government at the end of 2008 but its recommendations were
only made public on April 30. Canada Post welcomed publication
of the report, saying it supported the proposed changes.
THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY
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The report proposes a financial framework based on two
elements: a service charter that would provide a contract between
the government and Canada Post for the provision of the
universal service; financial targets aimed at establishing Canada
Post’s long-term self-sustainability.
The USO service charter would lay down the principles of the
universal service, including service expectations for rural Canada.
It would be monitored by the Canada Post board of directors and
implemented by its management.
The financial targets proposed would determine how Canada
Post can access capital and debt markets to finance a modernisation plan. This would be a multi-year plan, proposed to the
government by the board, encompassing measures to improve
productivity and reduce costs through retirement and natural
wastage.
A new pricing regime for regulated products should reflect their
cost, the report says, and ensure revenue flow and profitability
to support self-sustainability. This regime should also ensure
reasonable postage prices for citizens.
During the intensive investment and modernisation phase, the
reports recommends relaxing the requirement for Canada Post to
pay dividends; the government should also clarify Canada Post’s
pension insolvency requirements and ensure they do not impede
capital cash flows required by modernisation.
The report further recommends placing a moratorium on rural
post office closures and crafting “a more realistic definition of
rural” in the context of an updated operational rural policy.
In the first instance, the report proposes updating and clarifying the respective roles, responsibilities and authority of the
government, the Canada Post board and its management. This
should be transparent and backed by communication.
In the longer term, the report says the government’s financial
and regulatory oversight should be separated within an appropriate structure for governance with a process in place for both
functions.
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Canada Post Stays Profitable

TNT Buys its Brazilian Delivery Partner

Canada Post achieved a consolidated net income of CAD 90
million in 2008 on revenues of CAD 7.7 billion.

TNT is to acquire Expresso Araçatuba Transportes e Logistica, its
delivery partner in Brazil’s central west and north regions, for a
total of EUR 54 million paid in two stages in May 2009 and May
2010.

In its report to parliament, the postal operator said it had to
undertake cost-cutting measures to remain profitable and meet
its targets. These produced a narrow operating margin of 1.8
percent.
Strong financial performance from Canada Post’s subsidiaries
Purolator Courier and SDI Group was largely responsible for
group income before tax of CAD 161 million. Canada Post’s cost
of operations rose by 5.6 percent to CAD 7.6 billion.
Total volume for 2008 remained stagnant at 11.8 billion, resulting
in part from a two percent decline in transaction mail volume.

The company said the acquisition was a logical step in building a
pan-Brazilian network. It would develop transport flows between
Brazil, Chile and Argentina as well as strengthen TNT’s position in
the Brazilian market.

DHL Wins Major US International Contract
DHL Express has won a two-year contract in the United States
with Amphenol PCD, which supplies avionic relay sockets and
junction modules.
DHL is the exclusive provider of international shipping services
with a brief to improve Amphenol’s supply chain and speed up
shipments to the United States from global manufacturing bases.
The company will provide import express services to the United
States from China, Europe, India and the Far East and two-way
express services between the United States and Mexico. It has
customised a third-party shipping system for all Amphenol locations and vendor partners to process shipments electronically
worldwide.
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UPS Ranked Third in Reputation Stakes
UPS achieved third place in the Reputation Institute’s Reputation
Pulse 2009.
Global Reputation is an annual online survey of the general public
measuring the corporate reputations of more than 600 of the
world’s largest companies in 32 countries.
The US survey included 153 companies. It measured respondents’ level of trust, esteem, admiration and good feeling about
companies against key performance dimensions including
products and services, innovation, workplace, citizenship, governance, leadership and performance.
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>>In Brief - Americas
FedEx Express Integrates CTS
FedEx Express is integrating
the operations of Caribbean
Transportation Services (CTS)
to gain cost efficiencies while
providing an enhanced service
for shipments between Puerto
Rico, the United States and
selected Caribbean islands.

UPS Board Up and Running
UPS shareholders elected
ten directors to its board for
a one-year term, including
new member Bill Johnson,
chairman, president and
chief executive officer of
H. J. Heinz Co.
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION
IPC Market Flash is a bi-weekly newsletter
providing a comprehensive look at new
developments emerging in the international
postal marketplace. It is published by the
Markets and Communication Department of the
International Post Corporation.
IPC Market Flash is sent out exclusively to IPC
member posts. If you would like to contribute an
article or photograph to this publication please
contact us via email at publications@ipc.be or
send your submissions to :
IPC
Head of Communication
Avenue du Bourget, 44
1130, Brussels
Belgium
While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this report, the facts and
estimates stated are based on information and sources which, while we believe them
to be reliable, are not guaranteed. No liability can be accepted by International Post
Corporation, its directors or employees, for any loss occasioned to any person or entity
acting or failing act as a result of anything contained in or omitted from this report.
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